
Accountability Minutes 10.6.21 
Chair: Hollie Mann 
 
Covid Update: 
 
Everyone is still masking, of course. No use of cafeteria for lunch yet. We will see if that changes in 
the next month, and then Katrina’s music room would also change. 
 
iReady Overall.  
 
Reading by Grade. We are getting better with time, over last year. You can see the impact of this 
graph from last fall  
 
50% of our kids are below 50th percentile; 50% above.  
 
There is always a summer slide, especially with the younger kids.  
 
iReady. Math by Grade. 
 
Numbers tend to be better for Reading, because math is specific and doesn’t get covered as much 
outside of school. Our numbers are reflective of what is happening in the nation. 
 
We are kind of sitting where we were last year, but are making more progress as the year goes on. 
 
Current 1st grade Reading 
 
Last year was challenging for kindergarteners. They were out the most, new to school, lacked a 
“normal” transition. Similar pattern: as we approached, Spring, the numbers improved. They were 
impacted negatively after the summer slide.  
Inerventions at every grade should help. 
 
Math for this group was even harder.  
 
Interventions/WIN 
 
Kindergarten 
• No win in kindergarten because we don’t mix the kids any more than they already are. 
• Pull out for reading intervention w/Ms. Coppage, SPED, EL, Speech, OT 
• No gen ed curriculum is missed. 
 
1st Grade 
• This is when mixing with WIN begins. WIN begins after conferences. 
• Pull out for reading intervention w/Ms. Gardner, SPED, EL, Speech, OT 
 



Second Grade 
• WIN will begin after conferences 
• Pull out for reading intervention w/Ms. Foote, SPED, EL, Speech, OT 
 
Ms. Naila is also pulling out kids for Spanish, and this is for kids who we feel like need more 
comprehension, etc., in Spanish. Both native Spanish-speakers and non-native Spanish-speakers. 
 
*We are comfortable mixing the remaining kids in the classes together because there are so few 
leftover that we can space them out 3 feet apart. 
 
Question: is intervention for kids who are “falling behind” or ones who “need challenge”? Some 
groups are being brought up to speed, and some are more of an enrichment group.  
 
Halloween 
 
We are having a Halloween Parade and classroom celebrations. Leaving from TES at 1:30 on Friday, 
October 29th. At this time, kids need to get ready with their teachers in the classroom. So parents 
should send them with something simple. We can have parent volunteers with the classroom parties, 
if teachers request them. 
 
We will line up behind the fire truck by TES, preschools to TIS participate. Parade on Main Street as 
usual. 
 
Winter PE 
 
Happening this year! 5 weeks after winter break, on Tuesdays. Registration for all programs opens on 
October 21 and goes through November 30. So no early release on those days. Information is going 
out to parents tomorrow—separate email. There are some number limits on some of programs. 
SKART (AHAA), Pinhead PE, Dance PE, Nordic PE, Study Club, Telluride Adaptive Ski Program.  
 
Teacher Reports 
 
Naila—interventions have started and that is going well. Today, they have started going to Pinhead 
and students have enjoyed it. Kindergarden working on letter A, quantities to 5 and 10, seasons, fire 
fighters came to school, focusing on staying on task, being safe, etc. 
 
Katrina—library is going very well; mostly reviewing in Spanish across the board in traditional, 
spending time outside, etc.; music is planning a winter concern at the Palm in the hopes that that can 
happen, still using Quaver (tech curriculum) and only use iPads when absolutely necessary, and for 
the most part in the classroom singing and dancing; schedule is much better for all of the specials 
now that those teachers are seeing the classes more regularly, learning to waltz, beginning rhythm 
unit where music and normal literacy are built in; art is going well, just finished Art to Remember 
fundraiser, ordering opens soon; with testing complete, Martha is looking forward to supporting all 
classes and academic needs, she has introduced Epic, RAZ, Schoology, iReady, etc; PE all k - 3 has 



done great with transition back into the gym, needs to continue to give reminders on the masks, 
thank you to parents for sending kids to school on PE days with proper shoes ;)  
 
Sweet video of what’s been happening in school was shared. Thank you! 
 
Hollie will organize a parent sign-up list for things like bringing in breakfast for the teachers, 
volunteering, and other support.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


